Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) include three main conditions: autistic disorder (AD), pervasive developmental disorder, not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS), and Asperger syndrome. It has been shown that many genes associated with ASDs are involved in the neuroligin-neurexin interaction at the glutamate synapse: NLGN3, NLGN4, NRXN1, CNTNAP2, and SHANK3. We screened this last gene in two cohorts of ASD patients (133 patients from US and 88 from Italy). We found 5/221 (2.3%) cases with pathogenic alterations: a 106 kb deletion encompassing the SHANK3 gene, two frameshift mutations leading to premature stop codons, a missense mutation (p.Pro141Ala), and a splicing mutation (c.1820-4 G4A). Additionally, in 17 patients (7.7%) we detected a c.1304 þ 48C4T transition affecting a methylated cytosine in a CpG island. This variant is reported as SNP rs76224556 and was found in both US and Italian controls, but it results significantly more frequent in our cases than in the control cohorts. The variant is also significantly more common among PDD-NOS cases than in AD cases. We also screened this gene in an independent replication cohort of 104 US patients with ASDs, in which we found a missense mutation (p.Ala1468Ser) in 1 patient (0.9%), and in 8 patients (7.7%) we detected the c.1304 þ 48C4T transition. While SHANK3 variants are present in any ASD subtype, the SNP rs76224556 appears to be significantly associated with PDD-NOS cases. This represents the first evidence of a genotype-phenotype correlation in ASDs and highlights the importance of a detailed clinical-neuropsychiatric evaluation for the effective genetic screening of ASD patients.
INTRODUCTION
Autism (MIM 209850) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that includes impairment of social interactions, impairment of verbal and nonverbal communications, restricted educational activities, abnormal interests, and stereotypic behaviors. 1 The phenotype includes a constellation of conditions that have been classified as autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), or pervasive developmental disorders. According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) of the American Psychiatric Association, 1 the main ASD conditions are: (1) autistic disorder (AD), (2) Asperger syndrome, and (3) pervasive developmental disorder, not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS).
Overall, ASDs have a prevalence of approximately 1% in the US population under eight years of age, 2 with a male to female ratio of 4:1. Although the etiology is heterogeneous, the calculated heritability for ASDs is about 90%, with a 70% concordance for AD in monozygotic twins or 90% concordance if a broader definition of ASDs is used. [3] [4] [5] Recent papers report a genetic diagnosis in 10-40% of patients affected with ASDs. 6, 7 New molecular techniques, such as array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), seem to help increase the rate of genetic diagnosis, particularly in individuals where autism is accompanied by malformations or dysmorphic features. 8 Moreover, the deletions and duplications detected in ASD patients may point to new disease genes involved in non-syndromic cases 9 and it has been shown that functional de novo mutations occur in ASDs at higher frequency than expected. 10 ASD is sometimes associated with fragile X syndrome (MIM #300624), tuberous sclerosis (MIM #191100), and cytogenetically detectable chromosome abnormalities. [11] [12] [13] Overall, identified genetic causes of autism can be classified as cytogenetically visible chromosomal abnormalities (B5%), copy number variants (10-20%), and single-gene disorders (B5%). 13 Molecular analyses have highlighted the role of point mutations in single genes located in some of these regions: SHANK3 (ProSAP2) on chromosome 22q13, [14] [15] [16] [17] Neuroligin 3 (NLGN3) and Neuroligin 4 (NLGN4) on the X chromosome, 18 Neurexin 1 (NRXN1) on chromosome 2p16, [19] [20] [21] and Contactin Associated Protein-like 2 (CNTNAP2) on chromosome 7q35. [22] [23] [24] Notably, both neuroligin and neurexin proteins have key roles in the formation and functioning of synapses, particularly the alignment and activation of glutamate and GABA synapses. SHANK3 is a scaffolding protein that participates in the postsynaptic density (PSD), a neuronal structure that is responsible for the proper alignment of the membrane proteins on the postsynaptic surface. The PSD has been identified in several glutamate synapses. SHANK3 haploinsufficiency seems to be responsible for the major neurological symptoms in 22q13 deletion syndrome (MIM #606232), 25, 26 a condition characterized by speech delay, neonatal hypotonia, and behavioral problems along with other features.
Some recent studies identified SHANK3 mutations in B1% of ASD cases, 10, [15] [16] [17] suggesting an important role for this gene in autism pathogenesis. Moreover, recent works in neuronal cell cultures 27, 28 and mouse models [29] [30] [31] [32] demonstrated a critical role for this gene in synaptic function, social interaction, and social communication, providing a functional link between SHANK3 deficiency and ASD behavioral features. Therefore, we screened this gene for mutations in two different groups of patients with ASD from the United States (US) and Italy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and controls
We analyzed two cohorts of ASD patients: 133 South Carolina (SC) patients and 88 Italian patients. The SC group is composed of AD patients between the ages of 5 and 21 years from the South Carolina Autism Project (SCAP). 33 The diagnoses were established by the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R), the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS), and/or the Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS) tests. This cohort contained 122 isolated and 11 familial cases (at least one affected sibling), with 101 male and 32 female patients (ratio 3.1:1). Seventy-six patients were Caucasian, fifty-three were African-American, and four were from other racial/ethnic backgrounds. This project was approved by institutional review board (IRB) and all families signed consent forms.
The Italian cohort was composed of Caucasian patients that met the ADI-R and/or ADOS criteria for ASD. The cohort included 81 isolated and 7 familial cases, with 67 males and 21 females (ratio 3.2:1). Seventeen patients were diagnosed with AD, sixty-eight with PDD-NOS, and three had Asperger syndrome. All the patients received thorough information about the research project and its consequences during a genetic counseling session and all of them signed consent forms.
We also screened the SHANK3 gene in a second, independent replication cohort of 104 SC patients with ASD, 91 isolated and 13 familial cases, with 93 males and 11 females (ratio 8.4:1). Detailed diagnoses of the ASD sub-groups were not available on these patients. Seventy-four patients were Caucasian, thirteen were African-Americans, four were Hispanic, three were biracial, and ten were from other racial/ethnic backgrounds. All families and patients provided signed informed consent that was approved by IRB.
In all the cohorts, every patient received a clinical evaluation and had negative results for high-resolution chromosome analyses and FMR1 molecular testing. Four SCAP patients carried balanced chromosomal rearrangements that did not involve any known autism locus.
We utilized 560 individuals from SC and 422 from Italy as control groups. The controls did not exhibit any behavioral problems and matched the patients for ethnic and background origin.
Molecular screening by denaturing high performance liquid chromatography (DHPLC) and direct sequencing SHANK3 is composed of 23 exons according to Ensembl genome browser, using sequence ENSG00000251322 (NM_001080420.1 according to NCBI build GRCh37.1). However, some exons are particularly large, so 36 amplicons were utilized to amplify the coding sequences and about 100-150 base pairs deep in the intron (see Supplementary Table S1 for primer sequences and amplicon length). In order to amplify some of these amplicons, we used the primer sequences reported by Durand et al, 14 whereas we used Primer 3 Input (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/) to design the primers for those amplicons that we had to adapt to DHPLC parameters. We were not able to amplify exons 1 and 11, because of their high-GC content. Similar problems have been reported in previous publications. 15, 16 Several specific procedures, such as adding dimethyl-sulfoxide 10%, betaine 10%, or using polymerases specific for GC-rich amplicons, proved unsuccessful.
Molecular screening was performed by DHPLC analyses of the 36 amplicons, using the Transgenomic WAVE System (Transgenomics, Omaha, NE, USA). It is difficult to detect homozygous changes utilizing DHPLC approach. Therefore, to detect such variants, we decided to pool four samples for analysis. Each sample in a pool with abnormal peaks was sequenced using the DYEnamiv ET Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit on the MegaBACE 1000 Analysis System (Amersham Biosciences, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Sequencing was performed in both forward and reverse directions.
Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) analysis MLPA analysis of the chromosome 22q13 region was performed using the MRC-Holland SALSA P188 MLPA KIT 22q13. The kit contains four probes for exons 2, 9, 16, and 20 of the SHANK3 gene. All samples were compared with seven negative controls (two samples from SC and five from Italy) and one positive control with a deletion of chromosome 22q13, encompassing SHANK3 and several other genes.
Array comparative genomic hybridization
We performed array CGH in the 21 cases where a SHANK3 sequence variant was found, in order to exclude other major deletions/duplications that may be responsible for the ASD phenotype. Array CGH was performed using Agilent oligonucleotide-array Kit 44B (Human Genome CGH Microarray Kit 44B; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), with an average resolution of about 75 kb, following the manufacturer's instructions.
Statistical Methods
The two-tailed z-test for two independent proportions was calculated using VassarStats (http://vassarstats.net) 34 to compare the proportions with SHANK3 variants between cases and controls. When sample sizes were small (npo5) Fisher's exact test was used using EpiInfo Statcalc. Given that the prevalence of SHANK3 variants could vary by racial ancestry background, comparisons between cases and controls were made separately for Caucasian and AfricanAmerican subgroups as well as combined analysis. Adjustment for population stratification did not cause any significant finding to become non-significant, nor any non-significant finding to become significant.
RESULTS
We found five cases with deleterious SHANK3 alterations (Table 1) out of 221 patients screened (2.3%). All the changes were heterozygous. Three alterations occurred in patients with AD (3 out of 150, 2%), one alteration occurred in a patient with PDD-NOS (1 out of 68 cases, 1.5%), and one in a patient with Asperger syndrome (1 out of 3 cases). Overall, three variants were detected in the 133 US patients (2.2%) and two in the 88 Italian patients (2.3%), while three variants were identified in 168 male patients (1.8%) and two in 53 female patients (3.8%).
Whole-genome SNP array analysis performed on a Caucasian US patient with AD and speech delay (14 878 , clinical features in the Supplementary data) revealed a copy number loss of approximately 106 kb on chromosome band 22q13.33 between positions 49 475 238-249 581 309 (NCBI36/hg18). This deletion encompassed the SHANK3 gene. Further characterization of this deletion by SNP analysis indicated the rearrangement was not inherited from one of the parents and revealed the loss of the paternal allele in the proband (SNP rs13055562; c.1304 þ 42G4A; proband-G; mother-G/G; father-A/A), and the preservation of the adjacent ACR and RABL2B genes, thereby confirming the microarray results.
We identified a c.3931delG mutation in one Italian patient with PDD-NOS and severe intellectual disability (CMS14055, clinical features in the Supplementary data). This deletion causes a frameshift, starting at amino acid 1311 (p.Glu1311fs), which leads to a premature stop codon after 91 residues (fs1402X). The patient's mother did not carry the mutation. Unfortunately, DNA from the father was not available.
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Another frameshift mutation, c.1339_1340insG, was detected in a Caucasian US patient with AD and speech delay (17 160, clinical features in the Supplementary data). The insertion leads to a substitution of the alanine in position 447 with a glycine and introduces a premature stop codon at the residue 503 (p.A447fsX503). The same change was found in the patient's father, who is affected with learning problems and attention deficit disorder, and has a daughter with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder from a different relationship. The patient also carries a missense mutation in the NRXN1 gene, c.83G4C; p.Gly28Ala. We were not able to test the parents for this variant. However, the bioinformatic analysis suggested the change can be considered as non-pathogenic (Supplementary  Table S2) .
A c.421C4G transversion was detected in an African-American US patient affected with AD (12718, clinical features in the Supplementary data). The variant caused the substitution of a proline with an alanine at the residue 141 of the amino acid sequence (p.Pro141Ala) within the N-terminal ankyrin repeats (a-fodrin) domain, which is critical for SHANK3 connection to the membrane-associated cytoskeleton. Sequence analysis of the patient's parents failed to detect the c.421C4G transversion, indicating that the variant occurred de novo in the proband. Moreover, the change is not reported in the NCBI SNP and 1000 genome database. Bioinformatic analysis suggested a potential destabilizing effect on the SHANK3 protein (Supplementary Table S2 ). The patient also carries another SHANK3 variant (c.1304 þ 48 C4T), described later in the results.
We found a c.1820-4G4A transition in an Italian patient affected by Asperger syndrome (CMS14218, clinical features in the Supplementary data). The substitution is inherited from the apparently unaffected mother and, according to bioinformatic analyses (Supplementary Table S2) , it is hypothesized to disrupt the splicing function at the intron 15/exon 16 boundary, as it is located in the highly conserved splice acceptor site. Exons 15 and 16 constitute the core of the PDZ domain of the SHANK3 protein. We were unable to confirm a disruption of splicing as it was not possible to obtain fresh blood samples. However, we screened 776 normal Italian chromosomes for this mutation and failed to detect this change, which would indicate the alteration is not very common.
A c.1304þ 48C4T transition was detected in seventeen cases (7.7%): 4/133 SCAP (3.0%) patients and 13/88 (14.8%) Italian patients (see clinical features in the Supplementary data). Five of these 17 patients were affected by AD and 12 by PDD-NOS (See Table 1 for more details). In 8/17 cases (47%) the variant was inherited from the father, in 7/17 from the mother (41.1%). In one case, the only available parent was normal and in one case there were no parents available. Four of these 17 patients (23.5%) had an affected sibling, who also carried the variant. In all of these cases, the siblings also had the same PDD-NOS diagnosis as the probands. We screened normal individuals from both the US and Italian populations and we found the variant in 5/560 (0.9%) US and 9/422 (2.1%) Italian controls. The variant is reported as SNP rs76224556 with a frequency in the normal population of 3.8% (1000 genome database). 
Abbreviations: A, African-Americans; AD, autistic disorder; C, Caucasian, F, female; Fa, father, M, male; Mo, mother; SC, South Carolina; Neg, negative -the change was not found in the tested parent; PDD-NOS, pervasive developmental disorder, not otherwise specified; Pos, positive -the change has been detected in at least one of the parents. a The patient also carries a missense mutation on the NRXN1a (c.83C4G; p.Gly28Ala SHANK3 variants in ASD patients L Boccuto et al
The statistical analyses reported in Table 2 show that the frequency of this SNP is significantly higher in our ASD cohort as compared with both the US and Italian controls we tested (P valueo0.0002) and the 1000 genome population (P value ¼ 0.0207). The difference was significant after considering stratification by ethnic background for the US population (data not shown). These data show the variant is significantly more frequent in PDD-NOS cases (12/68, 17.6%) than in AD patients (5/150, 3.3%, z ¼ 3.651, P value ¼ 0.00026). Overall, the variant is more frequent in the ASD cohort than in the combined control population (7.7% vs 1.4%, z ¼ 5.312, P value o0.0002). This change occurs in a highly CG-rich region and actually causes the loss of a CpG dinucleotide. Bisulfite analysis revealed that the cytosine in the CpG dinucleotide is usually methylated and is located in the middle of a CpG island spanning exon 10 and intron 10 (Supplementary Figure S1 ). This region occurs immediately before two alternatively spliced exons, which code for the SH3 domain of the protein.
We performed MLPA analysis in the two cohorts to identify exon deletions or small chromosomal rearrangements, which may have been missed by sequencing, DHPLC, or high-resolution cytogenetic analyses. No major alterations were detected.
We also performed array CGH in those cases where a SHANK3 sequence variant was found, in order to exclude other major deletions/duplications that may be responsible for the ASD phenotype. We found alterations in 3 of 17 cases with the c.1304 þ 48C4T SNP (17.6%). A chromosome 18p11.31 microduplication was found in a SCAP female patient with AD that was not present in the mother (father was not available). A chromosome 10q11.23 de novo microdeletion was identified in an Italian male patient with PDD-NOS. His affected twin sister shows a milder phenotype and does not carry the microdeletion, indicating that maybe this rearrangement is not responsible for the shared ASDs, but may influence the severity of symptoms. A chromosome 10q11.21 de novo microduplication and a chromosome 17q13.3 microduplication inherited from the father were detected in an Italian male patient affected by PDD-NOS.
In a replication study, we detected a c.4402G4T transversion in 1 out of 104 SC patients with ASD (0.9%). This mutation leads to the substitution of an alanine with a serine at the position 1468 of the SHANK3 protein (p.Ala1468Ser). Unfortunately, no parents were available for this patient so we do not know if this change was de novo. Bioinformatic analysis of the change revealed a decreased stability in the mutant protein (Supplementary Table S2 ). We consider the variant as potentially deleterious for several reasons: it was not found in 376 US controls (752 chromosomes), neither it is in the NCBI SNP database nor the 1000 genome database, it causes the replacement of a neutral amino acid with a polar one, is located in a highly conserved region with a very important function (the cortarctin-binding domain) and it resides in a region of the gene that seems to be a hot spot for missense mutations. 23, 24 In this same cohort we also identified eight individuals (7.7%) with the c.1304 þ 48C4T transition (see Table 3 for details).
DISCUSSION
The SHANK3 protein is a crucial component of the PSD that takes part in the neuroligin-neurexin interaction at glutamate synapses. ASD patients have been shown to have mutations in other genes involved in this interaction: NLGN3 and NLGN4 on the X chromosome, 18 NRXN1 on chromosome 2p16, [19] [20] [21] and CNTNAP2 on chromosome 7q35. [22] [23] [24] Taken together, these data represent clear evidence for a link between the neuroligin-neurexin pathway and the etiology of autism. 16, 19, 35 Further clues have been provided by two different studies in mouse models, which showed that both NLGN3 36 and NLGN4 mutations 37 were able to either reduce social interactions, impair communication, or produce aberrant behavior.
The role of SHANK3 in this pathway is apparently related to its scaffolding function in properly locating the protein receptors on the postsynaptic membrane. Recent studies on Shank3-deficient hippocampal neurons 27, 28 and mouse models [29] [30] [31] [32] showed how this gene has an important role in modeling the PSD at the striatum level, regulating basal neurotransmission at the AMPA glutamate receptors, 38 and point mutations. [15] [16] [17] These results indicate that SHANK3 mutations have a frequency of about 1% in ASD cases, revealing a role for this gene as a possible major contributor in autism. The importance of the proper expression of the SHANK3 gene in ASD is also supported by the finding that 7 out of 28 dysregulated microRNAs in ASD patients target this gene. 39 Several studies suggest that SHANK3 has a critical role also in other neurodevelopmental disorders such as schizophrenia and intellectual disability. 10, [40] [41] [42] In the present study, we screened two cohorts of ASD patients for SHANK3 mutations: 133 patients from SCAP 33 and 88 from Italy. We found five potentially pathogenic alterations (Table 1) , resulting in a mutation rate of 2.3%, which is twice as high as the frequency of deleterious SHANK3 mutations reported in previous studies. [15] [16] [17] In order to exclude intragenic deletion encompassing SHANK3, we performed MLPA analysis of the 22q13 region, but as the kit contains probe for just exons 2, 9, 16, and 20 of SHANK3, there is a possibility that very small copy number variants may have been missed.
Microarray analysis detected a de novo loss of 106 kb on chromosome 22q13.33 in a patient with AD and speech delay. The microdeletion and encompassed the whole SHANK3 gene but did not involve the neighboring genes. Loss of one copy of SHANK3 has been associated with ASDs in previous works. 15, 38 Two frameshift changes causing premature stop codons were detected. In the first case, a c.3931delG in a patient with PDD-NOS and severe intellectual disability was detected. We were not able to determine if the mutation was de novo because paternal DNA was not available. Nonetheless we considered the variant as pathogenic as it causes a frameshift and a premature stop codon at position 1401, leading to the loss of the C-terminal region of SHANK3: the Homerbinding, the Cortactin-binding and the Sterile Alpha Motif domains, which are crucial for SHANK3 interactions with other PSD proteins.
Functional studies have proved the critical role of these domains for the synaptic targeting signals, responsible for the proper localization and assembly of the PSD. 43 A similar frameshift mutation, causing a stop codon at position 1227 has been shown to affect dendritic spine development and morphology, as well as growth cone mobility in cultured hippocampal neurons. 27 Moreover, lack of the Homer-binding domain produces a gain-of-function effect, with up to 90% loss of SHANK3 at synapses due to downregulation of the wild-type copy expression, abnormal localization, and dimerization of SHANK3 at the PSD, combined with increased polyubiquitination and degradation of the protein. 31 In the second case, a patient with AD and speech delay carries a c.1339_1340insG causing a premature stop codon at position 503, causing the disruption of the SH3 (Src homology 3) domain and the loss of the C-terminal half of the protein, including the PDZ (PSD-95/disk large/zonula occludens-1), Homer-binding, Cortactinbinding, and Sterile Alpha Motif domains. The patient presents with AD, mannerisms, and delayed speech development. She inherited the mutation from her father, who has learning problems and attention deficit disorder. Interestingly, Waga et al 17 reported an in-frame deletion involving the same region, c.1320-1338del; p.440-446delGPGPAP, in a Japanese boy presenting with ASD, speech and psychomotor delay. Also in this case the mutation was inherited from the mother, who had speech delay. Both in vitro and in vivo models reproducing the heterozygous loss of the C-terminal SHANK3 domains showed altered SHANK3 levels at synapses, reduced NMDA responses, abnormal dendritic spine development and morphology. 27, 31 This patient also had a missense NRXN1 mutation (c.83G4C; p.Gly28Ala). However, although this gene has been associated to ASD, 44 the bioinformatic analysis does not support a pathogenic role for this change.
It is noteworthy that all the three cases with SHANK3 deletion and frameshift mutations showed some degree of speech or developmental delay in association with autistic traits: it is plausible that overall level of functional SHANK3 protein is lower than in those cases with different types of variants and the resulting disruption at the synaptic level may be more severe.
One AD patient carried a missense mutation (p.Pro141Ala) affecting the ankyrin repeats domain: missense mutations in this domain have already been proved to affect the colocalization of SHANK3 with other PSD proteins 15 and cause lower dendritic spine induction and maturation. 27 We detected a c.1820-4G4A substitution both in an Asperger patient and in her apparently unaffected mother. The variant affects the highly conserved consensus sequence at the acceptor splice site, which appears to disrupt the proper splicing process, according to bioinformatic analysis, it has not been found in 776 chromosomes from ethnically matched controls, and the carrier mother was never clinically evaluated in order to exclude behavioral abnormalities: these We also detected a rare variant, c.1304 þ 48C4T (SNP rs76224556) in 17 patients. The variant appears to be more frequent in patients with PDD-NOS as compared with AD (17.6% vs 3.3%, P value ¼ 0.00013). It is interesting to note that deleterious SHANK3 mutations have been detected in both AD and PDD-NOS cases with approximately the same rate, while the frequency of the rs76224556 SNP in our cohort is significantly higher in PDD-NOS patients than in AD patients (Table 2 ). In the 15/17 cases where both parents were available, 8 (53.3%) patients inherited the variant from the father and 7 (46.7%) from the mother, indicating that a parent-of-origin effect is not present.
SHANK3 tissue-specific expression is regulated in humans by DNA methylation, which particularly affects protein levels in hippocampal neurons. 45 It has also been shown that tissue-specific methylation of highly conserved intragenic regions in SHANK3 has an important role in regulating intragenic promoter activity both in vivo and in vitro. 46 It is important to note that in a Shank3 À/ À mouse model, knocking down all the isoforms of the protein resulted in the synaptic disruption at the cortico-striatum level and the autistic-like behaviors. However, the knock-out model for only the a isoform (targeting the ankyrin repeats) showed minimal disruption and no behavioral issues. 28 On the other hand, deletion of the Homer-binding domain in one copy of SHANK3 is sufficient to induce a 'gain-of-function' effect with severe consequences on SHANK3 levels and function at the PSD and on NMDA receptor activity. 31 The c.1304 þ 48C4T transition affects a CpG dinucleotide in the middle of one of these highly conserved regions and bisulfate studies showed that this cytosine is supposed to be methylated and that the area surrounding the dinucleotide and encompassing part of exon 10 and part of intron 10 is methylated as well. Intronic mutations affecting an adjacent CpG island have been reported in ASD patients. 17 We hypothesize that the alteration of this CpG dinucleotide to a TpG dinucleotide may disrupt epigenetic regulation of SHANK3 expression. According to recent studies, the region containing this CpG dinucleotide appears to be critical for the regulation of a shorter isoform of SHANK3. 28, 46 The loss of this specific isoform seems to cause severe synaptic disorganization and ASD-like features in mice. 28 In our study we detected some variants that were shared by ASD patients as well as unaffected parents and controls. However, we would like to highlight the fact that ASD is a very complex condition and the predisposing genetic background interacts with several other factors both genetic and environmental. It is possible that the same genetic change may lead to different phenotypes, and even that some of these phenotypes may fall in a very mild range and not even been recognized as a medical condition but rather as unusual personality traits. Also, the frequency of these variants between cases and controls is very significant and the test we used takes into account the size of the sample. This suggests that the reported changes may be able to increase the basal susceptibility to ASD that exists in the general population. For all these reasons, considering also their location within SHANK3 and the bioinformatic data we acquired about them, we believe that the mutations reported in this work may have an important role in altering, at some level, the proper function of the SHANK3 protein.
Unfortunately, no cell lines are available from the patients carrying the variants mentioned above, so we could not perform functional or expression studies in order to validate the actual effect of these changes on the SHANK3 protein.
The difference in mutation frequencies between the two cohorts may reflect their patient composition. The SCAP patients have all been diagnosed with AD, while the Italian population includes 17 patients with AD, 68 with PDD-NOS, and 3 with Asperger syndrome. These different frequencies demonstrate that alterations in SHANK3 are preferentially associated with cases with PDD-NOS and Asperger syndrome rather than AD (Table 2) . These results are partially confirmed by recent studies that did not find any SHANK3 alterations in cohorts of patients with AD. 47, 48 Notably, no other gene variants have ever been found with a frequency as high as the one shown in PDD-NOS, making SHANK3 the most relevant candidate gene for these cases.
In conclusion, SHANK3 variants were detected in our cohorts in patients affected with any ASD subtype (AD, PDD-NOS, and Asperger syndrome). However, the SNP rs76224556 appears to be associated with a significant number of PDD-NOS cases. Our data strongly suggest this SNP may have a genotype/phenotype correlation in ASDs. Thus, perhaps testing of this gene, and particularly screening of the SNP rs76224556, should be considered in patients with a diagnosis of PDD-NOS confirmed by ADI-R, CARS, or ADOS testing. Furthermore, we think that this preferential frequency in patients with a specific ASD condition suggests that a careful clinicalneuropsychiatric evaluation is a very important tool for an effective genetic screening of ASD patients.
